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Recently discovered1,2 valley photonic crystals (VPCs) mimic many of the 
unusual properties of two-dimensional gapped valleytronic materials3-11 such as 
bilayer graphene5,7-10 or MoS211. Of the utmost interest to optical communications 
is their ability to support topologically protected chiral edge (kink) states3-5 at the 
internal domain wall between two VPCs with spectrally overlapping bandgap 
zones and opposite half-integer valley-Chern indices. We experimentally 
demonstrate the robustness of the kink states in VPCs that support degenerate 
transverse-electric-like (TE) and transverse-magnetic-like (TM) topological 
phases, thus enabling polarization multiplexing in a single topological waveguide. 
The propagation direction of the kink states is locked to the valleys of the reverse 
Brave lattice and, therefore, cannot be reversed in the absence of inter-valley 
scattering. At the intersection between the internal domain wall and the external 
edge separating the VPCs from free space, the kink states are shown to exhibit >97% 
out-coupling efficiency into directional free-space beams. This constitutes the first 
experimental demonstration of meron-like valley-projected topological phases 
with half-integer valley-Chern indices.  
 
The valley is a new binary degree of freedom (DOF) occurring in lattices with 
certain crystal symmetries; it is used in ‘valleytronics’3-11 as a novel way to transport 
information and energy, similar to how spin is used in spintronics12. Compared to 
spintronic topological edge states, which are protected by time-reversal symmetry in 
quantum spin Hall (QSH) systems, topological valley transport is protected by crystal 
symmetries that forbid valley mixing9, and thus is experimentally challenging9,10 to 
realize in condensed matter systems because inter-valley scattering is ubiquitous. On 
the other hand, the valleytronic approach does not require a strong spin-orbit 
interaction13, and can be actively controlled in various 2D materials (e.g., bilayer 
graphene) by a spatially dependent electric field5,7,10 that determines the sign of the 
Berry curvature at the valleys of the high-symmetry (K and K’) points of the Brillouin 
zone. This enables the creation of distinct valley phases separated by internal domain 
walls, or ‘kinks’, which are populated by one-dimensional topologically protected ‘kink 
states’3-5.     
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In the emerging field of topological photonics14-25, the appeal of using the valley 
DOF is even greater because of the challenges in realizing a synthetic spin DOF. All 
proposed and experimentally realized approaches to developing photonic analogues of 
a spin, such as using directionally coupled rings16-18 , or creating a superposition of two 
degenerate polarization states19-24, have considerable disadvantages such as size or 
complexity. Recent theories that introduced the valley DOF into photonic crystals1,2 
suggest that valley topological transport can provide a simpler route to achieving robust 
propagation of confined photons.  
In this Letter, we experimentally demonstrate a VPC (see Fig.1) that acts as a 
photonic analogue of the quantum valley Hall topological insulator9,10, supports robust 
kink states, and possesses the following unique features. First, by utilizing the 
decoupled TE/TM polarization DOF, two pairs of topological valley kink states can be 
selectively excited at the domain wall between two VPCs. This doubles the number of 
topologically protected transmission channels, and is an advantage over the recently-
reported topological valley transport of sound26, which was limited by the longitudinal 
nature of air-borne compressional waves. Second, the topologically-protected kink 
states can out-couple, or refract, with near-perfect efficiency into free space, through 
specific valley-preserving terminations of the VPC. Such topologically protected 
refraction is a phenomenon that is specific to electromagnetic waves. It represents a 
major distinction of VPCs from their electronic valley-Hall topological insulator 
counterparts because the latter do not allow electrons to refract into vacuum. It is also 
fundamentally different from the common light refraction at Brewster angle, which 
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applies only to plane waves with a specific polarization. Third, we experimentally show 
that valley conservation is the precondition for topologically protected transport and 
refraction of the kink states. This is accomplished by deliberately constructing an 
armchair termination that breaks valley conservation and causes backscattering of kink 
states. Such a controlled experiment is virtually impossible in condensed matter 
systems. 
As depicted in Fig. 1a, the designed VPC is a triangular lattice whose unit cell 
consists of a metallic tripod suspended between two parallel metallic plates24 (see 
Supplementary Information for detailed design procedure). The simulated bulk band 
diagram is shown in Fig. 1b. Because the tripod geometry breaks the inversion 
symmetry, a band gap (5.8	GHz ൏ ݂ ൏ 6.2	GHz) emerges near the K(K’) valleys for 
both the TE and TM bands, which are degenerate at the two valleys. The eigenmode 
profiles around the K valley (for the bands labelled ‘1’ to ‘4’ in Fig. 1b) are plotted in 
Fig. 1c. For the TE eigenmodes, the Poynting vector rotates clockwise/counter-
clockwise around the tripod for the eigenmode of the bands ‘1’ and ‘4’. This shows that 
the photonic valley DOF corresponds to an orbital angular momentum, similar to the 
valley DOF in electronic systems. For the TM eigenmodes, the rotation of the Poynting 
vector switches to be counter-clockwise/clockwise in the empty region among the 
tripods for the eigenmode of band ‘2’/‘3’. This shows that the polarization can indeed 
act as an independent DOF for the original valley pseudospin. Moreover, the band 
topology analysis shows the valley-Chern indices3,27,28 are half-integer: ܥ௄ ൌ 1/2 and 
ܥ௄ᇲ ൌ െ1/2 for both TE/TM polarizations (see Methods). This implies that, while the 
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existence of the edge states at the interface between a VPC and free space is not 
guaranteed29, the kink states emerge between the VPCs with the opposite signs of the 
valley-Chern index. 
Now we construct a ‘kink’-type domain wall between two VPCs with opposite 
valley-Chern indices. As shown in Fig. 2a, the lower domain (the same as in Fig. 1) has 
valley-Chern index CK(K’)=±1/2. The upper domain has tripods oriented in the opposite 
direction as in Fig. 1, and thus exhibits opposite valley-Chern index CK(K’)=∓1/2. The 
difference in valley-Chern indices across the domain wall indicates that there will be 
two topological kink states whose propagation directions are locked to the K and K’ 
valleys (band diagram simulated in Fig. 2b) owing to the half-integer topological 
indices27,28 of the valley-projected topological phases of a VPC that have a meron-type 
fractional topological charge30-32. Note that this is a major distinction of the VPC from 
that of the electronic valley-Hall topological insulators, such as electrically gated 
bilayer graphene, which actually possesses four kink states (two per valley) at the 
valley-preserving zigzag interface because they possess integer valley Chern 
numbers5,8.  
Vertical (horizontal) single dipole antennas oriented along the z (y) direction were 
placed at the left end of the domain wall to launch the TM (TE) polarized waves. 
Figures 2c and 2d show the transmitted Hz (TE) and Ez (TM) fields for the two 
polarizations. Both transmission bands are consistent with the simulated kink state 
bands in Fig. 2b. The field distributions scanned along the y direction (Figs. 2e and 2f) 
show that the kink states for both polarizations are indeed confined at the domain wall. 
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As the band gap is tunable by adjusting the angle  (Fig. 1a), we rotate the tripods in 
the upper domain till 60° in order to close the band gap (see Supplementary 
Information), thus destroying the kink states. Consequently, the two transmission bands 
in Figs. 2c and 2d drop dramatically. 
To demonstrate robust valley transport of the kink states in absence of inter-valley 
scattering inside the VPC, we constructed a zigzag path for the domain wall, as shown 
in Fig. 3a. For both polarizations, the measured transmission (Figs. 3b and 3c) shows 
negligible suppression in the band gap (5.8-6.2 GHz), and is comparable to the 
transmission along a straight domain wall of equal length. We plot the simulated Hz 
field pattern of TE polarization and Ez field pattern of TM polarization at 6.03 GHz in 
Figs. 3d and 3e. The kink states can be guided around the zigzag path without reflection. 
In order to experimentally demonstrate topologically-protected refraction of the 
kink states at the valley-preserving zigzag termination of the VPC into free space (see 
the geometry in Figs. 4e and 4f), this is accomplished by launching a single-valley (thus, 
unidirectional) kink states propagating towards the free space termination. We refer to 
the space on the other side of the interface as ‘free space’, since it is free of photonic 
structure, but note that it is confined between the top and bottom plates. Because there 
is only one kink state per valley, two phased dipoles positioned along the domain wall 
is sufficient for generating single-valley states (see Supplementary Information for the 
setup and measurement details). The reflectance results for the TE (Fig.4a) and TM 
(Fig.4c) modes are shown as the light red curves. Nearly-vanishing (ܴ௭ ൏ 3% ) 
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reflectance is observed across the entire band gap when the termination is zigzag-
shaped, i.e. preserves the valley DOF.  
The experimentally scanned free space field patterns at ݂ ൌ 6.12GHz plotted in 
Fig.4e (ܪ௭ for the TE mode) and Fig.4f (ܧ௭ for the TM mode) reveal that the refracted 
beams are highly directional, and in excellent agreement with the simulation results 
plotted in the same figures. By comparing the two wave polarizations, we observe one 
important distinction: the TE mode refracts in a single direction while the TM mode 
refracts into two nearly-orthogonal directions. In order to interpret this surprising 
behaviour, we have developed a simple semi-analytic model that predicts the refraction 
directions of the kink states existing from the VPC. The model is based on applying 
phase matching conditions at the terminal interface, as shown in Fig. 4b (for the TE 
mode) and Fig.4d (for the TM mode), between the free-space modes and the kink states 
that are assumed to be weakly localized. The right-moving kinks state for both 
polarizations are locked to the K’ valley, as marked by three black dots ܭሬԦ௜ᇱ (where	݅ ൌ
1,2,3) at the equivalent corners of Brillouin zone.  
On the other hand, the free space dispersion relations are different for the two 
polarizations: ݇୘୉ ൌ ඥሺ߱ ܿ⁄ ሻଶ െ ሺߨ ݀⁄ ሻଶ  and 	݇୘୑ ൌ ߱/ܿ , as illustrated by the 
red/green circles inside/outside the Brillouin zones shown in Figs.4b,d. Therefore, the 
refractive behaviour of the two polarizations is expected to be different due to the 
difference in their respective free-space refractive indices. Applying the phase 
matching condition to the interface parallel to Ԧ݁௭௜௚ requires finding, for each 
polarization, the free-space wave vectors ሬ݇Ԧ  that satisfy the following conditions: 
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ሬ݇Ԧ ⋅ Ԧ݁௭௜௚ ൌ ܭሬԦ௜ᇱ ⋅ Ԧ݁௭௜௚ and หሬ݇Ԧห ൌ ݇୘୉,୘୑ . These are graphically solved in Figs. 4b,d. 
Because 	݇୘୑ ൐ 	݇୘୉, the above equations have two solutions for the TM mode but 
only one for the TE mode, in excellent agreement with experimental observations and 
numerical simulations.  
As the ultimate demonstration of the necessity of valley conservation for 
topological protection of the kink states, we deliberately construct an armchair 
termination of the VPC (Figs. 4g and 4h) in order to break the valley conservation. Thus 
nonzero reflection is expected. As shown in Figs. 4a and 4c, the measured reflectance 
is now larger by one order of magnitude than that from the zigzag termination. Note 
that the relatively large reflectance of TE polarization is because of the insufficient 
sensitivity of the magnetic probe in measuring small signals.  
Thus, we have experimentally demonstrated that the near-perfect refraction of 
both TE/TM kink states into free space is contingent on the conservation of the valley 
DOF, which is ensured by the choice of the termination: the zigzag termination 
preserves the valley DOF while the armchair one does not. Moreover, the TE/TM 
degeneracy of topological modes can double data capacity by polarization multiplexing 
to support robust and high-speed wireless and optical data networks33,34. Due to the 
high efficiency (over 97%) of the coupling between the topological modes and free 
space modes, we anticipate new and intriguing practical applications for directional 
antennas, lasers, and other communication devices across the electromagnetic spectrum. 
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Methods 
Fabrication and Simulation. The aluminum tripods are fabricated with the wire 
Electric Discharge Machining (wire EDM) method. The band diagrams are simulated 
with first-principle electromagnetic simulation softwares COMSOL Multiphysics, 
where the aluminum tripods used in experiments are modelled as perfectly electric 
conductor (PEC). The dispersion shown in Fig. 2b was performed with a supercell that 
contains 10 tripods on each side of the interface. The field patterns are simulated with 
CST Microwave Studio. For the TM mode excitation, a vertical dipole with length 
34mm is placed in the middle of the two parallel plate waveguide. For the TE mode 
excitation, a horizontal dipole with length 34 mm is placed in the middle of the two 
parallel plate waveguide.  
Dirac Hamiltonian and valley Chern number.  
Photonic lattices with ܥ଺௩ symmetries are known to possess an extra discrete degree 
of freedom: the valley, which refers to the proximity of propagating electromagnetic 
waves to one of the two high-symmetry corners at ܭ ൌ ሺ4ߨ/3ܽ଴, 0ሻ  and 	ܭᇱ ൌ
ሺെ4ߨ/3ܽ଴, 0ሻ of the Brillouin zone. Under a broad set of perturbations1 that do not 
scatter photons from one valley into another, the valley is conserved. Under the valley 
conservation assumption, it becomes appropriate to consider a restricted topological 
phase of photons that is defined in only one of the two valleys. Such phases are 
commonly referred to as merons30-32, and are characterized by a restricted (valley 
projected) half-integer Chern numbers associated with their valley:ܥ௄ ൌ 1/2  and 
ܥ௄ᇲ ൌ െ1/2 obtained by integrating the Berry curvature over a restricted region of the 
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Brillouin zone that coincides with one of the valleys. The bulk-boundary 
correspondence principle prohibits edge states at the interface between a meron 
topological phase and a topologically trivial phase. However, the kink states at the 
domain wall between VPCs with half-integer spin-valley Chern numbers of the 
opposite sign are allowed.  
Formally, the band topology of the VPC can be described by a massive Dirac 
Hamiltonian H = vD(kxzs0x+ky0s0y)+m0s0z. Here, vD is the group velocity, (kx, 
ky) is the momentum deviation from K(K’) point,x,y,z,z, are the Pauli matrices acting 
on orbital and valley state vectors respectively, and 0, s0 are unit matrixes acting on 
valley and polarization state vectors respectively. m is the effective mass induced by 
inversion-symmetry-breaking of the tripod geometry. This Hamiltonian produces a 
nontrivial Berry curvature Ω in the lower TE/TM bands, whose integration near the 
K(K’) valley gives rise to the valley Chern number CK=1/2 and CK’=-1/2 for both 
TE/TM polarizations. Note that the integration of Berry curvature over the whole 
Brillouin zone is zero because of time-reversal symmetry.  
During writing the manuscript, we were aware of two analogous works35,36. 
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Figure 1| Topological valley photonic crystal and its bulk band structure. (a) A unit 
cell of the lattice, consisting of a metallic tripod suspended in a parallel-plate waveguide. 
The upper and lower panels are side and top views, respectively. The tripod has height 
h = 34.6 mm, inner radius r = 3.68 mm, arm length l = 7.95 mm, and arm width w = 
2.21 mm. Two air gaps g = 1.1 mm separate the tripod from the upper and lower plates 
[in experiment the air gaps are filled with a foam spacer (thickness 1.1 mm, 
ROHACELL@ 71 HF)]. The lattice constant is d = 36.8 mm. (b) The bulk band structure 
with  = 30°. The inset shows the first Brillouin zone. Bands labelled “1” and “4” have 
TE polarization, while “2” and “3” have TM polarization. (c) The simulated field 
patterns of eigen modes in the middle xy plane for corresponding bands “1” to “4”, 
respectively. The black arrows represent Poynting power flows. 
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Figure 2| Selective excitation of topological valley kink states. (a) The experimental 
setup for measuring kink states. The straight domain wall is indicated with a dashed 
line, formed by upper domain with  = 90° and lower domain with  = 30°. The inset 
is a zoomed-in photo. The upper metallic plate of the parallel-plate waveguide is 
removed for illustration. (b) Band structure of the lattice in a strip geometry. The red 
and green curves indicate TE and TM polarizations, respectively. (c) Measured |Hz|2 
transmittance for the structure in (a) (red), and for a structure of upper domain with  
= 60° (purple). (d) Measured |Ez|2 transmittance for the structure in (a) (green) and for 
a structure of upper domain with  = 60° (purple). (e-f) Decay of kink state along y 
direction for TE and TM polarizations, respectively. 
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Figure 3| Robustness of topological valley kink states. (a) The experimental setup. 
The black dashed line indicates the zigzag domain wall. The inset is a zoomed-in photo. 
(b) Comparison of transmittance along a straight (purple) and a zigzag (red) domain 
walls for TE polarization. (c) Comparison of transmittance along a straight (purple) and 
a zigzag (green) domain walls for TM polarization. (d) The simulated Hz field pattern 
for TE polarization at 6.03 GHz. (e) The simulated Ez field pattern for TM polarization 
at 6.03 GHz. 
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Figure 4| Topologically-protected refraction of kink states into ambient space. (a) 
Measurement of |Hz|2 reflectance for zigzag (light red; labelled “Rz”) and armchair (dark 
red; labelled “Ra”) terminations. Purple line shows the reflectance ratio (labelled 
“Ra/Rz”) between the two terminations. (b) The k-space analysis on the out-coupling of 
TE polarization. The red circle represents the TE dispersion in the parallel plate 
waveguide. The three black dots represent the K’ valley in the Brillouin zone. (c) 
Measurement of |Ez|2 reflectance for zigzag (light green; labelled “Rz”) and armchair 
(dark green; labelled “Ra”) terminations. Purple lines shows the reflectance difference 
(labelled “Ra/Rz”) between the two terminations. (d) The k-space analysis on the out-
coupling of TM polarization. The green circle represents the TM dispersion in the 
parallel plate waveguide. (e-f) The simulated refraction of TE and TM kink states 
through zigzag termination respectively. The right panel shows the experimentally 
captured field patterns. The white bars indicate the position of phase-arrayed dipoles. 
(g-h) The simulated refraction of TE and TM kink states through armchair termination 
respectively. The right panel shows the experimentally captured field patterns. 
 
 
